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Abstract: Nowadays, more and more vehicles are shipped with communication capabilities, not only1

providing connectivity with onboard devices, but also with off-board communication infrastructures.2

From road safety (i.e., multimedia e-call) to infotainment (i.e., VoD services), there are a lot of3

applications and services that may be deployed in vehicular networks, where video streaming is the4

key factor. As it is well known, these kinds of networks, suffer from high interference levels and low5

available network resources, being a great challenge to deploy video delivery applications which6

provide video contents with a minimum quality. In this work, we focus on supplying error resilience7

capabilities to video streams in order to fight against the high packet loss rates found in vehicular8

networks. So, we propose the combination of source coding and channel coding techniques. The9

former ones are applied in the video encoding process by means of intra refresh coding modes and10

tile-based frame partitioning techniques. And the latter one is based on forward error correction11

mechanisms in order to recover as many lost packets as possible. We have carried out an extensive12

evaluation process to measure the error resilience capabilities of both approaches alone in both13

(a) a simple network packet error probabilistic model, and (b) by means of a realistic vehicular14

network simulation framework where packet video delivery has been simulated with a high level15

of details. Results show that forward error correction mechanisms are mandatory to guarantee a16

minimum received video quality, being highly recommendable the use of the proposed source-coding17

mechanisms to increase even more the final video quality.18

Keywords: video streaming, vehicular networks, error resilience, error concealment, HEVC, RaptorQ19

1. Introduction20

As defined in Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament, “Intelligent Transport Systems21

(ITS) are advanced applications which, without embodying intelligence as such, aim to provide22

innovative services relating to different modes of transport and traffic management and enable various23

users to be better informed and make safer, more coordinated and smarter use of transport networks”.24

There are lots of applications envisioned for ITS. In [1], we can find a classification of ITS services25

in four categories: (a) active safety; (b) public service; (c) improved driving; and (d) business and26

entertainment. Active safety is obviously the core part of the majority of the proposals but, recently,27

other aspects like driving efficiency are gaining growing attention. In the business world, a lot of28

promising applications will arise.29

One of the technologies that may have multiple beneficial uses in ITS applications is video30

streaming. Video streaming can be linked to applications that range from digital entertainment (such31

as video on demand) to road safety (such as emergency video calls), or others related with business32
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applications (such as contextual advertising or tourist information). Although video streaming over33

vehicular networks may be very useful, it comes with two big challenges. On the one hand, because34

of its wireless nature and because of the mobility of its nodes, vehicular networks are packet loss35

prone environments. On the other hand, digital video has huge requirements regarding resources,36

both because of the high volume of data with which it deals, and because of the necessity of37

computing power in order to compress video sequences. This need for compressing video data38

makes encoded video bit streams vulnerable to packet loss because the video encoding process makes39

use of redundancy to a certain level, and the loss of some pieces of data may have an adverse effect in40

large regions of the video sequence.41

In order to provide video streaming with protection against data loss, we propose a combination42

of two different approaches. The first improves bit stream error resilience by acting at source coding43

level, i.e., adapting and adjusting video encoding in such a way that the compressed bit stream44

can obtain a better quality level in the presence of data losses. As this approach does not obtain45

optimal results, in order to complement and enhance the source coding protection, we propose the46

use of Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques to minimize the effect of packet losses. The former47

approach will be based on the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard [2], and, for the latter48

approach, we have selected RaptorQ codes technology [3]. HEVC is the most recent video coding49

standard developed by the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC). To add robustness to50

video streams on a source coding level, we have combined three strategies: (a) we have implemented51

an error concealment mechanism at the decoder that alleviates the effects of missing frames or parts52

of a frame; (b) we have proposed and studied the division of each frame into a different number of53

tiles (which is a brand new feature of the HEVC video encoder) in order to stop the multiplication54

factor of packet loss when every frame is encoded as a whole; and (c) we have proposed several55

encoding modes that increase the intrinsic error resilience of encoded video bit streams. Regarding the56

FEC approach, fine tuning of RaptorQ technology has been performed to adjust it to better fulfill the57

specific video streaming requirements in vehicular networks. Parameters like the protection period,58

the repair symbol size, and the amount of protection have been evaluated, and the best combination59

of these parameters has been selected to achieve the maximum recovery features while keeping the60

protected bit stream values within network constraints. To check the different proposals, a number of61

tests have been performed with the well-known vehicular traffic simulator SUMO and a combination62

of network simulators (OMNeT++/MiXim/Veins) using realistic urban scenarios under different63

network conditions. Results show that, by selecting the appropriate configuration, video streaming64

successes to keep the reconstructed video quality within suitable bounds.65

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work is presented. In Section 3,66

different source coding techniques to provide error concealment and error resilience to the video67

stream are proposed and evaluated. In Section 4, a channel coding technique based on FEC codes is68

presented and tested. In Section 5, a complete simulation framework is depicted to evaluate the global69

performance of the proposed techniques running in realistic network scenarios. At last, in Section 6,70

the general conclusions and future research directions are given.71

2. Related Work72

Several works can be found in the literature that address HEVC video evaluation under data loss.73

In [4], the authors evaluate the efficiency of HEVC and compare it with H.264/AVC [5] for streaming74

over best-effort networks (the Internet). They use three different video sequences encoded at five75

different bit rates and use the 1%, 3%, and 5% loss patterns specified in [6]. The frame copy method76

is used to conceal errors. They configure HEVC and H.264/AVC to obtain videos with the same77

quality (with no data loss) and then evaluate the perfomance of the codecs under loss conditions. They78

conclude that HEVC is more efficient than H.264/AVC (around 30% - 45%), but H.264/AVC is more79

resilient to data loss. In [7], the author compares HEVC with H.264/AVC in wireless environments. He80

uses one video sequence to evaluate packet losses that range from 0% to 40% (in steps of 10%) using81
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channel conditions borrowed from [8]. He uses DFRM (Decoded Frame Rate Metric), SSIM (Structural82

SIMilarity), and PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) metrics to evaluate the transmitted video quality83

under wireless conditions. His main conclusion is that HEVC is more error resilient than H.264/AVC84

under tested loss conditions. In [9], the authors have developed a complete framework for testing85

HEVC under different packet loss rates, bandwidth restrictions, and network delays. This framework86

first generates a trace file with the bit stream information and then uses this trace file for the streaming87

simulations. On the receiver side, a log file is created that gathers the transmission results (including88

the missing packets). In the final stage, the framework decodes the complete bit stream (without any89

loss) and then overrides the areas corresponding to the missing packets (which are tagged in the log90

file). The authors use this framework to evaluate concurrent multipath transmission in multihomed91

mobile networks.92

Video streaming in vehicular networks has also been studied by several authors. In [10], the93

authors enumerate some of the open problems (and proposed solutions) in video streaming in VANETs94

(Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks), including link connectivity, error resilience, clustering, and multihop95

routing. In [11], the authors address the problem of video streaming over urban VANETs. They use96

the H.264/AVC codec and some of its error resilience features, such as Flexible Macroblock Ordering97

and Redundant Frames, to protect the encoded bit stream. They use GloMoSim (Global Mobile System98

Simulator) to conduct IEEE 802.11p standard-based vehicular network simulations. In [12], the authors99

use the HEVC codec to encode video sequences in order to evaluate several flooding schemes for soft100

real-time video transmission in VANETs. The target application can be the timely delivery of video101

recorded by vehicles involved in an accident. This type of information may be useful for other vehicles102

located near the involved vehicles and also for public services, which may be located far from the103

accident site. They evaluate both the packet arrival ratio and PSNR value of the reconstructed video104

sequences. In [13], the authors do some real experiments of video transmission, by using several105

digital tablets and their WiFi connection. In one of the scenarios, the tablet inside one vehicle sends106

a video to the tablet in another vehicle, and in the other scenario a person standing in the sidewalk107

acting as a road side unit, sends a video to a passing by vehicle. They use three tablets: one of them108

acts as an access point and the other two act as the video sender and receiver. They use erasure codes,109

based in XOR operations, in order to protect the video traffic from losses. In [14], the authors propose110

MERVS, a streaming protocol in which the most relevant video frames are transmitted using the TCP111

protocol, and the least relevant video frames are transmitted using UDP protocol. TCP is in charge112

of retransmitting lost frames, so the protection is guaranteed by this protocol. The main restriction113

is that TCP mechanisms insert a great delay in the transmission and to overcome this drawback the114

authors use a mechanism called Quick-Start which alleviates the delay to some extent. In [15] and [16],115

the authors propose two mechanisms called SHIELD and AntArmour, to protect video streaming in116

vehicular networks, and they make comparisons between them. SHIELD uses the network statistics to117

make a self-adaptive mechanism in order to provide different levels of protection to network packets.118

AntArmour uses a scheme which is based in ant colonies to dynamically allocate the precise amount119

of redundancy in order to protect the video stream.120

Forward Error Correction is a well-known technique used to protect data delivery in all types of121

networks. It is, therefore, also applied in vehicular networks. In [17], the authors use FEC techniques for122

the protection of real-time multimedia streaming over vehicular networks. They propose a technique123

that is based on the optimization of the FEC and interleaving parameters under real-time constraints.124

Interleaving can help reduce the length of error bursts in order to improve correction abilities. In [18],125

the authors conduct thorough research on the protection of content delivery in vehicular environments126

searching for the best packet size in order to maximize throughput. They use different FEC techniques127

to protect data and provide their results in terms of packet arrival ratio and file transfer time.128

One of the differences between our work compared to other works is that we have used the real129

HEVC reference software in the decoding of damaged/incomplete bit streams. The original reference130

software crashes (it results in an illegal instruction exception and stops working) if it tries to decode a131
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bit stream with missing parts. This occurs because the decoder expects data with a specific format and132

when it encounters a gap, it cannot control the execution, and the program stops (without decoding133

the remainder of the bit stream). In order to use the real reference software decoder with “holey” bit134

streams, we modified the reference software to be aware of bit stream losses, allowing the decoder135

to continue its work until the end of the video sequence. Other works “emulate” the behavior of the136

decoder in the presence of missing parts by decoding the complete bit stream, and after that they137

remove the parts that correspond to the missing packets. This is not the real behavior of the HEVC138

decoder because, by proceeding in this way, the decoder can use all the information present in the139

bit stream for the decoding process and, as we realized in the patching process, some pieces of data140

depend on others (which may be missing) in the decoding process.141

Some works use synthetic video data for their experiments, whereas we use well-known video142

sequences (belonging to the set in “Common Conditions for the evaluation of HEVC” [19]). Also, in143

some works, the evaluation of the quality of the decoded video sequence is represented in terms of144

Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) or other network performance metrics. PLR has influence on the final video145

quality but it is not a straightforward measure of video quality. The “semantic” meaning of the missing146

data is more important than the amount of data loss. Thus, we use a video quality measure (PSNR) to147

measure the final reconstructed video quality.148

We have introduced RaptorQ codes, a FEC protection strategy, by using the real software149

RaptorQ encoder and decoder. This means that when we protect bit stream network packets, a150

file is first generated with the “source” packets and the “repair” packets, and then a simulation of151

their transmission through the network is performed. After that, the RaptorQ decoder is used to try to152

recover missing packets in a real way. Again, no simulation or formulas have been used for the use of153

this type of FEC.154

Regarding vehicular networks, we have used real maps for the experiments, obtained from155

geographic databases. The motion of the vehicles is accurately simulated by vehicular simulators that156

take into consideration lanes, traffic lights, crossroads, etc., and the interaction of vehicles with them157

and with other vehicles (decelerating and stopping, accelerating, etc.). Instead of using standard WiFi158

communications, the protocols specifically designed for vehicular networks, like the IEEE 802.11p159

protocol and the IEEE 1609 family of standards (WAVE) have been used for the simulations. This160

protocols have several differences with other WiFi protocols (802.11a/b/g/n), which do not take into161

consideration characteristics like the division of the transmission time between the control channel162

and the service channel, the time guard interval, and others.163

To obtain the results of video streaming over vehicular networks, we have conducted individual164

simulations for every tested combination, i.e., we have not used loss patterns. A video sequence165

encoded with different encoding settings and different protection parameters may lead to different166

results in the loss patterns (due to its bandwidth usage, packet rate, network load, etc.).167

At last, we have used a mechanism that, to our knowledge, no other work has introduced: the168

combination of slices together with tiles to take advantage of the combined benefits of each one169

of them (error resilience features combined with coding efficiency). Also, the introduction of new170

encoding modes which show different encoding performance and error resilience attributes has not171

been addressed in other works. Using only one protection method cannot offer enough protection in172

these networks, so, we use the combination of source coding methods with channel coding methods to173

provide robust video streaming over vehicular networks.174

3. Source Coding Protection175

The main objective of this work is to design proposals for robust video streaming over vehicular176

networks and evaluate them in a realistic environment. These proposals are based on two different177

(and complementary) approaches. The first approach, based on source coding, focuses on the video178

codec itself and tries to produce a robust bit stream by means of Error Resilience (ER) and Error179

Concealment (EC) techniques.180
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For the encoding of video sequences, the HEVC standard has been selected. In the Call For181

Proposals for the development of HEVC, one of the targets was doubling its predecessor’s (H.264/AVC)182

efficiency, i.e., to be able to generate a bit stream 50% smaller than H.264/AVC on the same quality183

level. Some works confirm that the real efficiency gains range from 30% to 45%. This “profit margin”184

is generally used to stream video sequences using fewer resources (by producing lower bit rates), or to185

stream sequences with higher resolutions and frame rates using the same resources. However, it is186

known that coding efficiency uses to be inversely proportional to bit stream robustness. So, we use the187

HEVC bit rate savings to strengthen the encoded video bit stream (producing a much more robust188

video stream with the same bit rate as H.264/AVC).189

In the encoding process, each frame is divided into small square regions (usually, a 64x64 pixels190

area). Let’s call them blocks. These blocks can be encoded using one of three modes: (a) without any191

prediction, (b) using spatial prediction, or (c) using temporal prediction. Spatial prediction exploits192

redundancy within a frame. In order to encode a block, it uses previously encoded regions of the same193

frame to search for pixel information that is similar to that block in order to create a prediction. Then,194

this prediction is subtracted from the current block and thus we obtain the prediction residual. This195

method is also called intra-frame prediction. Temporal prediction uses previously encoded frames to196

estimate a block prediction by means of the search of a similar block in other frames (called reference197

frames), which have been previously encoded, decoded, and stored in a buffer. It exploits temporal198

redundancy, taking advantage of the fact that nearby frames usually contain blocks that are very similar199

to the current block and so the residuum of the motion compensation is close to zero. This method200

is also called inter-frame prediction. For these three encoding modes, a domain transform is applied201

to the resulting values, so they are converted into the frequency domain. Then, these coefficients are202

quantized what introduces a loss of quality (to a certain extent) in the video stream. In the decoding203

process, the quantized coefficients will be scaled and these scaled coefficients will not be exactly the204

same as the original ones. This is the reason for the loss of information (lossy compression). Depending205

on the quantization step, the set of quantized coefficients will be more detailed (lower compression,206

higher quality), or less detailed (higher compression, lower quality). Finally, the quantized coefficients,207

together with the side information of the process (selected coding mode, motion vectors, etc.), are208

compressed by an entropy encoder to conform the final bit stream.209

The source coding protection approach consists in tuning the intrinsic features of the video210

encoding process in order to obtain a robust encoded video stream which may preserve the user’s211

perceived quality of the video, in a packet loss prone environment. So, we propose the use of three212

HEVC encoding tools: (a) frame partitioning (slices/tiles), (b) intra refresh coding modes, and (c)213

simple error concealment methods.214

3.1. Tileslices, a new frame partition proposal215

Slices are regions of an encoded frame that can be independently decoded, regarding other slices216

of the same frame. Slices are not a new concept in HEVC and they were used in previous standards.217

The main purpose of slices is providing a certain level of error resilience to a frame. If one slice of a218

frame gets lost, then the rest of the slices of the frame can be decoded and only the region covered by219

the missing slice is lost. Slices are independent syntax units inside the encoded bit stream which consist220

of correlative encoded blocks (Coding Tree Units - CTUs) in raster scan order (see Figure 1(a)).The221

main disadvantage of dividing a frame into slices is that the coding efficiency is reduced because of (a)222

the loss of prediction accuracy, since the information in neighbor slices is not available, and (b) the223

overhead introduced by slice headers.224

One of the new features presented in HEVC is the ability to divide a frame into rectangular regions,225

called tiles (see Figure 1(b)), with the aim of incorporating parallel capabilities to video encoders and226

decoders. Tiles are independently decodable regions of a frame, which are encoded with some shared227

header information, but they are not independent syntax units of the bit stream. As they do not include228

heavy headers, and due to their rectangular shape, tiles are more flexible and efficient than slices, but229
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they are not useful for error resilience purposes because they are not completely independent (as they230

do not form independent syntax units in the bit stream).231

In the search for robust video streaming techniques, while attempting to keep the overhead232

introduced by slices low, we have devised a new element that we call tileslice. First, one frame is233

divided into several tiles, and then each tile is placed into one slice. Every tileslice of a frame is a234

different syntax unit (because it is a slice), which has a rectangular shape (and this improves coding235

efficiency over typical slices). This is a possibility that HEVC includes in the definition of the standard,236

so it is not really a new invention, but, although it is a very simple idea, there are no previous works,237

to the authors’ knowledge, that use this particular combination of slices and tiles. Maybe this is due to238

the fact that, although slices are well known elements used in previous video coding standards, tiles239

are relatively new objects in the video coding research timeline.240

CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU

CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU

CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU CTU
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T I L E S(b) Tiles

Figure 1. Representation of a frame divided into five slices (a), and a frame divided into four tiles (b).
Slices and tiles consist of Coding Tree Units.

As tileslices contain slice headers, overhead introduced by them is not avoidable. So, is it really241

worth using tileslices instead of typical slices? To answer this question, several overhead measurements242

have been made. From this point forward we will use the term tile to refer to what we have defined as243

tileslice, i.e., one rectangular slice that contains one tile. In our tests we have compared the performance244

of tiles over slices for six different layouts: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 slices (or tiles) per frame.245

Table 1. Video sequences used in the tests.

Video sequence Acronym Resolution FPS

BasketballDrill bbd_25 832x480 25

BQMall bqm_30 832x480 30

Flowervase fl8_30 832x480 30

Keiba ke8_30 832x480 30

Mobisode2 mo8_30 832x480 30

PartyScene psc_25 832x480 25

RaceHorses rh8_30 832x480 30

BasketballPass bbp_25 416x240 25

BlowingBubbles blo_25 416x240 25

BQSquare bqs_30 416x240 30

Flowervase fl4_30 416x240 30

Keiba ke4_30 416x240 30

Mobisode2 mo4_30 416x240 30

RaceHorses rh4_30 416x240 30

Fourteen video sequences, which belong to the HEVC “common test conditions” [19], have been246

selected. They are enumerated in Table 1. Seven of them have a resolution of 832x480 pixels and, the247
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other seven, have a resolution of 416x240 pixels. Each sequence has a frame rate of 25 or 30 frames per248

second (FPS). The two encoding modes used for the evaluation of HEVC are All Intra (AI) mode and249

Low-delay P (LP) mode, which are included in the HEVC reference software [20]. In AI mode, every250

frame of a video sequence is encoded as an I (intra) frame, so temporal prediction is not used at all.251

This mode has inherent error resilience properties because errors do not propagate to other frames.252

The main drawback of this mode is that it produces a bit stream with a high bit rate. In LP mode, the253

first frame of the sequence is encoded as an I frame, and then P (predictive) frames are generated for the254

rest of the sequence. P frames are mainly formed by inter-coded CTUs, i.e., CTUs that are encoded by255

using motion estimation and compensation using other frames as reference. A P frame can also contain256

intra-coded CTUs (e.g., if the encoder estimates that those CTUs are more efficiently encoded in an257

intra way). LP mode is much more efficient than AI mode and it generates a much smaller bit stream258

than AI mode for the same quality level, but a simple error in a frame is increased and propagated259

until the end of the sequence, even if the rest of the frames are correctly received. The compression260

rate of both modes can be selected by means of the Quantization Parameter (QP). This parameter is261

used by the quantization process, which entails the loss of precision in the transformed coefficients262

(lossy compression). If a high value is selected for the QP, the generated bit stream has a low bit rate263

and, correspondingly, low visual quality. If a low value is selected for the QP, the generated bit stream264

has a high bit rate and high visual quality. For the analysis of HEVC, 4 values for the QP have been265

used (22, 27, 32, and 37) as it is specified in the common test conditions.266

(a) AI mode (b) LP mode

Figure 2. Average BD-rate for different frame partition layouts (slices/tiles).

In Figure 2, Bjørntegaard Delta Rate (BD-Rate) [21] average values of both sets of source video267

sequences are shown when using 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 tiles or slices per frame. BD-Rate is a measurement268

that shows the relative bit rate increase (or decrease) of one encoding proposal with respect to another269

one chosen as reference. For the low resolution source videos (416x240), dividing a frame into 8 slices270

is not possible, so, we have decided to use 7 slices per frame instead, what is not fair when comparing271

to the 8 tiles per frame option. This issue can be observed in Figure 2 plots, specially in Figure 2(b),272

where no differences between tiles an slices are found at 8 tiles/slices per frame in low resolution273

video sequences. We have placed and asterisk (*) in the figure legend to remind this fact. Except in this274

specific case, all the values in the curves that represent the overhead of tile partitions are lower than275

those representing the overhead of slice partitions. This is the reason why the tile (tileslice) partition276

will be the favorite frame partition method to protect the video bit streams. The maximum overhead277

reduction, around 3% less overhead than slices, is obtained with 10 tiles per frame in the 832x480 video278

sequences for both LP And AI coding modes. By using tileslices instead of slices we obtain the same279

level of error resilience and a better compression performance.280
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3.2. Intra Refresh Coding Modes281

In the previous tests, two encoding modes have been used: All Intra mode and Low-delay P mode.282

AI mode offers better error resilience properties than LP mode because an error in one tile does not283

propagate to other frames. On the other hand, LP mode is very sensitive to lost tiles, because P frames284

are “infected” by erroneous reference frames, and these infected P frames, when used as reference285

frames, “spread disease” until the end of the sequence. There is also an unpredictable reaction in286

LP mode in the presence of packet losses. For example, when an LP encoded sequence loses the last287

frame, then the error affects only that frame. But if the first frame (I) gets lost, then no frame can be288

correctly reconstructed at all. So, the position of the missing parts is also important when dealing with289

errors in LP mode. These two encoding modes have been determined as our upper and lower bounds290

regarding error resiliency. In this work, 7 new encoding modes have been proposed and evaluated,291

which introduce intra refresh to some extent. Intra refresh is an error resilience technique that forces to292

periodically intra encode (refresh) certain frame areas into the inter-coded frames, in order to stop the293

error propagation mentioned before. The 9 encoding methods evaluated are explained below.294

• AI - This mode encodes every frame as an I frame. It is considered our upper bound mode.295

• LP - This mode encodes the first frame as an I frame and the rest of the frames as P frames. Four296

previous reference frames are available for temporal estimation and compensation for each P297

frame. It is considered our lower bound mode.298

• IPx - Similar to LP mode but every P frame uses only the previous frame as reference frame,299

instead of having 4 reference frames.300

• IPx25pctCTU - Similar to IPx mode, where 25% of the CTUs are forced to be intra refreshed.301

• IPx25pctTIL - Similar to IPx mode, where 25% of the tiles are forced to be intra refreshed.302

• IPxpattern - Similar to IPx mode, where 25% of the tiles are forced to be refreshed following a303

specific pattern, which covers all the tiles of a whole frame every 4 frames.304

• IPPP - Similar to IPx mode, with an I frame inserted every 4 frames.305

• LPI4 - Similar to LP mode, with an I frame inserted every 4 frames.306

• IPIP - I and P frames are inserted alternatively. Every P frame always uses the previous I frame307

as reference.308

The 9 encoding modes can be classified into four groups, depending on the whole-frame refreshing309

rate: (a) LP and IPx modes only have an I frame at the beginning of the sequence, so no refreshing is310

performed (0%); (b) IPPP, IPx25pctCTU, IPx25pctTIL, IPxpattern, and LPI4 modes have an average311

frame-refresh rate of one complete intra refreshed frame every four frames (25%); (c) IPIP mode has an312

intra frame-refresh rate of one frame out of two (50%); (d) AI mode uses a full rate of intra-refreshed313

frames (100%). For the following tests, we have selected the BasketballDrill sequence (832x480 pixels,314

25 fps, bbd_25), which exhibits an average coding performance amongst the 832x480 sequence set. In315

Figure 3(a), the resulting rate/distortion curves for the 9 encoding modes (for a very wide range of QP316

values) are plotted. LP mode results the most efficient mode of all, and AI the least efficient.317

To evaluate the 9 encoding modes in fair conditions, we have selected an individual QP value318

for every mode so that they generate a bit stream with a similar bit rate. The QP values used for319

each encoding mode with the resulting bit rate and PSNR values are listed in Table 2. Figure 3(b)320

is a zoomed version of Figure 3(a), which shows the curves for the selected QP values. The curves321

corresponding to encoding modes belonging to group (b) exhibit very similar coding efficiency. On322

the contrary, in group (a), LP and IPx curves are not close to each other, and LP clearly outperforms323

IPx regarding coding efficiency, which remarks the importance of the available reference frames. The324

PSNR values range from 31.07dB (AI) to 36.77 dB (LP) in a no-loss scenario. The list of the 9 encoding325

modes, ordered by their coding efficiency, is the same order found at plot labeling.326

3.3. Error Concealment327

Finally, we propose a simple error concealment technique that will hide the missing information328

to the user in such a way that the received video quality will not be seriously damaged. A well-known329
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(a) R/D representation for bbd_25 (b) Zoom in the range of 1.06 to 1.14 Mbps

Figure 3. (a) Rate/Distortion representation for bbd_25 sequence encoded with all the encoding modes.
(b) Zoom in the range of 1.06 to 1.14 Mbps of Rate/Distortion representation for bbd_25 sequence.

Table 2. Selected values for the QP parameter and bit rate and the PSNR values obtained for each
encoding mode.

Encoding mode QP Bit Rate (Mbps) PSNR (dB)

AI 40 1.13 31.07

IPIP 36 1.11 32.82

IPPP 33 1.11 34.13

LP 27 1.10 36.77

LPI4 32 1.08 34.24

IPx25pctCTU 32 1.08 33.62

IPx25pctTIL 32 1.09 33.64

IPxpattern 32 1.07 33.63

IPx 29 1.07 35.23

EC technique (defined as “zero-MV concealment” in [22]) exploits temporal redundancy in video330

sequences by applying a motion compensated concealment with the zero motion vector. In this331

technique, the missing area of a frame is replaced by the co-located area of the previous frame. This332

technique has a particular case in which a whole frame is missing or corrupted. In this case, the last333

correctly decoded frame is duplicated in order to conceal the loss of the missing one. This technique334

is known as “frame copy concealment” in [23]. In order to add error concealment features to video335

streaming we have modified the HEVC reference software decoder to add the options which allow336

us to apply these EC techniques, by copying the previous co-located region when part of a frame is337

missing, instead of rendering a gray region on it, and also by creating a duplicate of the last decoded338

frame when we encounter a missing frame.339

3.4. Evaluation of Source Coding Protection340

The performance of the proposed encoding modes and the overhead introduced by tiles and341

slices have already been evaluated in a no-loss scenario. Now, the performance of the 9 intra refresh342

coding modes with the different tile partition layouts (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 tiles/frm), under a simple343

probabilistic network packet loss model, will be evaluated. Six different Tile Loss Ratios (TLR) have344

been selected for the tests: 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, and 20%. For every one of these loss rates, 5 different345

seeds for the random number generator have been used, and the results have been averaged.346

First of all, we have evaluated the decoder EC performance. The frame copy method has been347

always used in order to obtain a reconstructed video sequence with the same number of frames than348

the original video sequence. The zero-MV technique has been tested and the differences in the PSNR349
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value when using this method or not, have been calculated. For every encoding mode and tile loss350

percentage, we have computed the PSNR values for all the tile partition layouts (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10351

tiles/frm). The results show that the differences in the PSNR value are always positive. This means that352

the EC decoder version provides better PSNR values than the version without EC and the PSNR gain353

ranges from 0.14 dB up to 3.02 dB. In the two modes without intra refresh, LP and IPx, the resulting354

PSNR values with both the EC decoder and the non-EC decoder versions are below the bounds which355

are considered the minimum acceptable, so the values of the difference in PSNR are not relevant. As a356

product of these observations, from this point forward we will always use the EC decoder version for357

the reconstruction of video sequences.358

Regarding the error resilience attributes related to the encoding modes and the frame tile layouts,359

in Figure 4 the PSNR values obtained for each encoding mode with a 3% and a 10% TLR are shown.360

Three of the encoding modes show a non-robust response to tile loss (PSNR values under 29 dB are361

considered low quality values). For LP and IPx this is the expected result, as they have no intra362

refreshing strategy. But the bad performance for IPx25pctCTU was not expected, because in this mode363

25% of the CTUs (one out of four) are forced to be intra-coded. Previously, this encoding mode showed364

the same coding efficiency as IPx25pctTIL and IPxpattern (which share the same percentage of intra365

refreshed areas), but it is clear that a random CTU intra refresh provides worse protection against tile366

loss than a random tile intra refresh or a pattern tile intra refresh. Why intra refresh on the CTU level367

is not 100% effective? The reason is that intra-frame encoding uses pixel information (surrounding the368

CTU) to compute a prediction, which is used both in the encoding process and also in the decoding369

process. If the pixels used to compute that prediction belong to inter-coded CTUs whose reference370

frames are corrupted, then the pixels used for the intra-frame prediction are not correct, and, even if371

the intra CTU is correctly received, it will be incorrectly decoded. If intra refresh is carried out on tile372

level, as all the CTUs that belong to a tile do not depend on CTUs from outside that tile, then every373

correctly received intra CTU will be correctly decoded. Intra refreshing on the CTU level does not374

provide the bit stream with enough robustness.375

One of the consistent results throughout all the tile loss percentages tested is that, for a fixed TLR,376

when the number of tiles per frame increases, the quality decreases. The reason is that the loss of small377

parts in many frames causes a worse effect than the loss of one big part in only one frame, even if the378

loss percentage is the same. For 1% and 3% TLR, the most robust encoding modes are LPI4 and IPPP.379

At 5% TLR, these two modes and IPIP show very similar performance. And at 7% TLR and above, IPIP380

is the most resilient mode. At 20% TLR, AI mode is over IPIP for 4 tiles per frame layout and above,381

but the low PSNR values obtained at these points discard it as a good solution.382

(a) 3% TLR (b) 10% TLR

Figure 4. PSNR for all the til/frm layouts and all the encoding modes with 3% and 10% of TLR.
Non-FEC bit streams.
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Table 3. Average number of Packets Per Tile for every encoding mode.

Packets Per Tile 1 til 2 til 4 til 6 til 8 til 10 til

AI 4.38 2.52 1.37 1.17 1.12 1.09

IPIP 4.37 2.35 1.57 1.27 1.14 1.10

IPPP 4.40 2.46 1.49 1.27 1.17 1.10

IPx 4.18 2.38 1.41 1.14 1.05 1.02

IPx25pctCTU 4.27 2.41 1.41 1.13 1.04 1.02

IPx25pctTIL 4.26 2.42 1.43 1.20 1.08 1.07

IPxpattern 4.19 2.39 1.42 1.19 1.09 1.06

LP 4.30 2.43 1.45 1.20 1.10 1.06

LPI4 4.34 2.35 1.59 1.35 1.23 1.14

From these experiments, where we introduce fixed TLRs, it seems that the 1 tile per frame layout383

is more robust than the other layouts. But, in the “real world”, a certain network Packet Loss Ratio384

(PLR) may produce very different TLRs, depending on the proportion between each tile size and the385

network MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit). The tile size depends on several factors as the frame type (I,386

P), the number of tiles per frame, and the QP parameter selected (the compression ratio). Now, we387

study the behavior of the different tiles per frame layouts with fixed PLRs. First of all, note that, if a388

tile is larger than the network MTU, that tile has to be divided into several network packets, and, if389

one of these packets gets lost, then the rest of the packets belonging to the same tile are completely390

useless because that tile cannot be decoded at all. The average number of network packets per tile in391

the encoded bit streams is shown in Table 3. For the 1 tile per frame layout, the proportion is over 4392

packets per tile. This means that the loss of one network packet will probably entail the effective loss393

of four packets. For the 10 tiles per frame layout, the proportion is near 1 packet per tile. This means394

that the loss of one network packet will probably entail the effective loss of only that packet.395

(a) AI mode (b) LPI4 mode

Figure 5. TLR obtained for every PLR for the AI and LPI4 encoding modes. Non-FEC bit streams.

Figure 5 shows the TLRs obtained for different PLRs, for both AI and LPI4 modes. It is clearly396

visible that the 1 tile per frame layout suffers from vulnerability in both modes, so this layout which397

apparently showed to be the most robust in the previous tests, now provides higher TLRs than the rest398

of the layouts, for a fixed PLR, which is a drawback. The obtained TLRs are correlated to the values in399

Table 3, so when the number of packets per frame tends to one, the TLR obtains its minimum value.400

Dividing a frame into 6, 8, or 10 tiles per frame produces similar TLRs, because the proportions of401

packets per tile for these three modes are very close.402
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(a) 3% PLR (b) 10% PLR

Figure 6. PSNR for all the til/frm layouts and all the encoding modes with 3% and 10% of PLR.
Non-FEC bit streams.

Now, we will show the video quality performance of the different tiles per frame layouts, at a403

fixed PLR. In Figure 6, the PSNR values for each tile per frame layout at 3% and 10% PLR, is shown.404

Again, LP, IPx, and IPx25pctCTU obtain very low PSNR values, showing little resilience against errors.405

The other six modes have increasing PSNR values when the number of tiles per frame increases. This406

result is consistent throughout all the PLRs tested, therefore, in all the experiments, we have observed407

that when a high number of tiles per frame is selected, the recovered video sequence obtains a better408

PSNR value. For moderate packet loss (1%), IPPP and LPI4 are still the best encoding methods; for a409

medium packet loss percentage (3%), IPPP and IPIP are the best methods; and, for the rest of values410

(5%, 7%, 10%, and 20%), the best methods are AI and IPIP, although for values of 7% and higher, the411

PSNR values are very low.412

From the evaluations of this section, some conclusions can be drawn. Of the 9 encoding modes413

evaluated, there are three that do not have good error resilience properties. Two of them (LP, IPx) have414

provided the expected performance results as they do not use any intra refreshing at all. But the third415

one (IPx25pctCTU), which refreshes one of every four CTUs, does not have the expected intra-refresh416

effect in the bit stream. Of the rest of the modes, two of them (LPI4 and IPPP) stand out with respect to417

the others when the percentage of loss remains low. And another method (IPIP) seems to have good418

performance when the percentage of loss increases. With respect to the effect of frame partitioning, we419

have confirmed in all experiments that the higher the number of tiles per frame, the higher the final420

video quality. However, it is recommended to use no more than 6 tiles per frame, since the benefits in421

video quality are negligible. Although some of the methods exhibit good error resilience properties,422

this is not enough to guarantee robust video streaming. In the next section, we will evaluate RaptorQ423

codes, and will search for the best setup to provide the desirable protection to the video packet stream.424

4. Channel Coding Protection425

The second proposed ER approach tries to provide redundancy to protect the video packet stream426

against loss by using RaptorQ codes, an Application Layer Forward Error Correction (AL-FEC) method,427

which adds redundant data to the bit stream in order to recover lost packets.428

4.1. FEC Protection429

RaptorQ codes provide AL-FEC protection to video streaming in order to improve video quality430

by recovering as many lost packets as possible. The cost of using FEC is an additional network431

bandwidth to carry FEC repair data, and also an increased latency to support packet recovery from a432

block of packets. Increasing the FEC bandwidth (given a fixed FEC latency) leads to an increase in433
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data protection. Similarly, increasing the FEC latency (given fixed FEC bandwidth) also leads to an434

increase in data protection.435

Source FEC trailer

Source packet content

represented as symbols

Repair symbols

Repair FEC header

Protection Period

Repair packets

FEC protected

source packets

Original

source packets

. . .

FEC

Encoding

Figure 7. RaptorQ encoding process.

Figure 7 shows the way in which the RaptorQ encoder protects data. First of all, the RaptorQ436

encoder receives a data stream (original source packets) during a specified protection period. A 4-byte437

FEC-trailer is added to each received packet thus forming an FEC-protected source packet stream. This438

trailer identifies the packet and the protection period to which it belongs. When an FEC-protected439

packet is generated, it is then immediately sent through the network. The packet payloads for all source440

packets within the protection period are gathered and represented as a set of continuous RaptorQ source441

symbols. When the protection period finishes, these source symbols are used to compute repair symbols442

for that protection period by the FEC encoding process. The repair symbols are the same size as the443

source symbols and are carried in repair packet payloads. Each repair packet includes a 6-byte FEC444

header that prepends one or more FEC repair symbols. The repair FEC header identifies the associated445

protection period, the first symbol in the repair packet, and the number of source symbols in the446

protection period. Both the original source packets (with the FEC-trailer) and the associated repair447

packets are transmitted within the same protection period, and are used by a receiver application in448

the recovery process. Within each protection period, a receiver must receive “enough” source and449

repair symbols (from the FEC-protected source and repair packets) to be able to recover any dropped450

packets.451

Table 4. Average overhead percentage for using a symbol size of 192 bytes, 450 bytes, and 1350 bytes.

Overhead 10% prot. 20% prot. 30% prot.

percent. 1 til 10 til 1 til 10 til 1 til 10 til

192 B 11.68% 13.05% 22.50% 24.84% 33.36% 36.67%

450 B 14.24% 16.36% 26.96% 30.93% 39.87% 45.63%

1350 B 22.65% 30.17% 44.14% 56.75% 62.20% 83.79%

For the protection of the encoded bit streams, we have used the Qualcomm (R) RaptorQ (TM)452

Evaluation Kit [24]. For each one of the encoded bit streams (bbd_25 sequence, using 9 encoding453

modes, with 6 til/frm layouts), we have generated several protected versions by combining different454

values for the parameters cited before: protection level, protection period, and symbol size. The properties455

of the protected versions will determine the most suitable configurations for the protection of the video456

bit streams. Three different levels of protection have been tested: 10%, 20%, and 30%; seven protection457
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periods have been used: 133, 166, 200, 250, 333, 500, and 1000 milliseconds; and three symbol sizes458

have been evaluated: 192, 450, and 1350 bytes.459

In Table 4 the average overhead for the three levels of protection, for the 1 til/frm and 10 til/frm460

layouts and all the protection periods, is shown. The smaller symbol size (192 bytes) obtains the lowest461

overhead values. This is due to the nature of the source data. As the source packets payloads have462

variable sizes and they range from small to big packets, a small symbol size optimizes the size of the463

repair packets. Instead, if we were protecting some other type of data with a constant size payload,464

then a symbol size matching the payload size would be the most efficient. Another observed feature is465

that the 1 til/frm layout generates less overhead than the 10 til/frm layout. The overhead values for466

the rest of the layouts have not been included in these tables for the sake of concision and clarity, but467

they show monotonically increasing behavior: the higher the number of tiles per frame, the higher468

the overhead introduced by FEC protection. For a fixed symbol size and a fixed til/frm layout, the469

overhead values for the different protection periods show monotonically decreasing behavior: the470

wider the temporal window, the lower the overhead percentage. As the size of the protection period471

has a direct effect on latency, the selection of the proper temporal window seems clear: the highest472

acceptable latency will determine the most efficient protection period. In this work, as a “design473

decision”, we have selected a protection period of 333 ms. Depending on the particular ITS application474

which uses video streaming, the selection of the protection window can vary if the delay requirements475

are tight or more relaxed.476

In summary, the parameters selected for the protection of the video bit streams are a symbol size477

of 192 bytes because of efficiency (lowest overhead) and a protection period of 333 ms (maximum478

latency allowed, as a design decision). We will maintain the three values for the protection level479

parameter in order to test their performance against packet losses. After tuning the parameters of480

the FEC module, we have analyzed the resulting bit rates to determine the overhead introduced by481

both FEC coding and the use of tiles. On the one hand, the overhead introduced by FEC is close to the482

protection level (i.e., a protection level of 10% will increase the bit stream size around 10%). The same483

behavior has been observed in all coding modes defined in this work. On the other hand, increasing484

the number of tiles per frame also produces an increase on the final bit stream size (see Figure 2). So,485

when fixing a protection configuration, we have to take into account the size of the resulting bit stream486

that will depend on (a) the coding mode, (b) the number of tiles per frame, and (c) the FEC protection487

level.488

4.2. Packet Recovery489

Although in the previous section we set a protection period of 333 ms because it obtains the most490

efficient performance, in terms of bit rate overhead, for the highest latency allowed, we want to check491

if this selection is also efficient regarding data protection. After evaluating the recovery attributes of492

all the protection periods equal or lower than 333 ms, we have observed that the 333 ms temporal493

window clearly outperforms the rest of the protection periods. Consequently, the selection of the 333494

ms protection period produces both the lowest overhead and the best percentage of recovery.495

Figure 8 shows the TLR (after FEC recovery) for different til/frm layouts with a protection level496

of 10% for both the AI and LPI4 modes at different packet loss rates (1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, and 20%).497

Figure 9 shows the same data for 20% FEC protection level. In both figures, and for both the AI and498

LPI4 graphics, the y-axis has been fixed ranging from 0% to 16% to make comparisons between them499

clearly. Note that the 20% packet loss curve is outside the bounds for this scale (or nearly out), so it is500

not completely sketched inside the graphic areas, but its values can be numerically inspected in the501

data tables.502

In the case of a protection level of 10%, layouts of 4 til/frm and higher noticeably improve the503

recovery percentage over 1 til/frm and 2 til/frm layouts (in which the number of packets per tile504

penalizes the recovery process). A protection level of 10% can almost completely recover a protected505

bit stream for a packet loss percentage of 1%, and keeps the tile loss percentage really low for a packet506
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(a) AI mode (b) LPI4 mode

Figure 8. TLR for every PLR, for the AI and LPI4 encoding modes. FEC-protected bit streams with a
protection level of 10% using a protection period of 333 ms and a repair symbol size of 192 bytes.

(a) AI mode (b) LPI4 mode

Figure 9. TLR for every PLR, for the AI and LPI4 encoding modes. FEC-protected bit streams with a
protection level of 20% using a protection period of 333 ms and a repair symbol size of 192 bytes.

loss percentage of 3%. Even at a packet loss of 5%, a protection level of 10% does a good job, especially507

for 8 and 10 til/frm layouts (where the final tile loss percentage is lower than 1% in both encoding508

modes). In Table 3 the AI encoding mode obtains an average value of 4.38 packets per tile (1 til/frm509

layout), and the LPI4 encoding mode obtains a very similar average value of 4.34 packets per tile.510

But the values of TLR for both modes (in Figure 8) are not as similar. Although the average packets511

per tile are similar, the I and P frame distribution in each encoding mode is very different. In the AI512

mode all the frames are I frames. This implies that all the encoded frames have a similar size and the513

packets-per-tile ratio is nearly constant for every frame. On the contrary, the LPI4 encoding mode514

inserts an I frame followed by three P frames. P frames are more efficient (and therefore they are515

smaller) than I frames, so the packets-per-tile ratio of a P frame is lower than that of an I frame. When516

the packets-per-tile ratio tends to 1 (high number of til/frm) these differences are narrow, but when517

the packets-per-tile ratio increases (low number of til/frm), the differences increase. This unbalance518

produces different results in the final tile loss percentage of both modes, and, in this situation, the LPI4519

mode yields better recovery results than the AI mode. In the case of a protection level of 20% (Figure 9),520

values of 5% of packet loss and lower are practically wiped out. For the LPI4 encoding mode, this is521

also true for 7% of packet loss and 4, 6, 8, and 10 til/frm layouts. The results in both figures show that522

the protection level parameter does not have to be confused with the “recovery percentage.” So, a523

trade-off between bit stream overhead and packet recovery capabilities should be found depending524
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on application requirements and network load conditions. The results show that between 4 and 6525

tiles per frame with a 10% protection level configurations provide a reasonable good packet recovery526

performance with a moderated bit stream overhead.527

5. Real Scenarios Evaluation528

Note that in the previous tests we have compared the results obtained by the different529

configurations using a simple probabilistic network packet loss model. In a realistic vehicular scenario,530

different layouts produce different PLRs to deal with, so every configuration does not “work” under531

the same conditions. Each different configuration of the bit stream (encoding mode, protection532

level, til/frm, ...) may behave differently through the network and will have to confront a different533

situation. In this section, we will evaluate all the protection proposals in a realistic vehicular network534

environment to check their performance in this type of scenarios.535

5.1. Test Framework536

For the evaluation of error resilience proposals, we have used three main blocks (see Figure 10).537

The first of these blocks is formed by an open-source vehicular traffic simulator: SUMO (Simulation538

of Urban MObility) [25]. This simulator models the behavior of vehicles on routes, interacting with539

other vehicles, junctions, multi-lane roads, traffic lights, etc. The second of the blocks is in charge of540

the simulation of vehicular network communications, particularly those based on the IEEE 802.11p541

protocol and the IEEE 1609 family of standards (WAVE). For this task, we have selected OMNeT++542

(Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++) [26] together with Veins (VEhicles In Network Simulation)543

[27], which is based on MiXiM (MIXed sIMulator) project [28]. The vehicular simulator and the544

network simulator blocks are connected by TraCI (TRAffic Control Interface) [29]. TraCI creates a TCP545

connection to allow the communication between the two simulators. The third of the blocks deals with546

video processing. It prepares the encoded bit streams for the tests and also evaluates the quality of the547

final recovered/reconstructed versions of the streamed video sequences. The encoded bit streams are548

used to generate video trace files which are injected into the simulations. For this purpose, we developed549

a new module in OMNeT++. This module provides a video sender which reads packets from a trace550

file to deliver them through a vehicular network scenario. Vehicles tagged as video receivers get551

video packets and write both a file with the correctly received packets and a file with several network552

statistics such as PLR. These two files are subsequently used for evaluations.553
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Figure 10. Test framework.

The scenario for the simulations is an area of 2000 m x 2000 m in the city of Kiev (Ukraine).554

Figure 11(a) shows an orthophoto of the selected region. At the bottom of the picture, the Olympic555

National Sports Complex can be clearly seen. To obtain the data for the vehicular scenario (lanes,556
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building, etc.), the OpenStreetMap (OSM) [30] project has been used, as it provides free maps from all557

around the world. The data obtained from OSM has been converted into SUMO compliant format.558

The map zone selected for the tests, loaded in OMNeT++/MiXiM/Veins, is displayed in Figure 11(b).559

Red drawings represent the buildings imported from OSM. Veins uses a file with polygons to sketch560

the obstacles and to calculate the visibility between two wireless network interface cards. There is561

a long avenue that crosses this area from north to south. Along the avenue, three Road Side Units562

(RSUs) have been positioned, tagged A, B, and C in the figure. They are around 1 km apart from563

each other. The coverage radius of all the wireless devices is 500 m, with a maximum data rate of564

6 Mbps. There is a small area between RSUs A and B that is not covered by either of them, so a565

shaded area appears. There is also a small area halfway between RSUs B and C that is covered by566

both of them (where their signals overlap). Therefore, we have three different types of areas regarding567

transmission: (a) areas where a vehicle receives data from only one RSU (Zone I); (b) one area where568

the signal is momentarily lost (between the A and B coverage areas)(Zone II); and (c) one area where569

the vehicle receives the signal from two RSUs (B and C)(Zone III). The three RSUs transmit the same570

video sequence simultaneously in a synchronized and cyclic way. A total of 450 vehicles are inserted571

into the scenario, driving in different routes, which come and go from the simulation area. At every572

moment, there are simultaneously around 80 vehicles in the cited area. The maximum allowed speed573

is 50.4 km/h. Vehicles send ten beacons per second through the control channel (following the IEEE574

1609.4 multi-channel operations). RSUs send periodically, through the control channel, advertisements575

of the video service that they offer, indicating the service channel used for the video stream. The video576

client vehicle (labeled in the figure as *) receives that invitation and commutes to the specified service577

channel in order to receive the video stream. This vehicle travels along the avenue, receiving the video578

stream from the RSUs through the specified service channel. Another vehicle drives nearby the video579

client which can act as a background traffic source (labeled as T in Figure 11(b)) by sending packets580

through the wireless network at the specified Packets Per Second (PPS) rate. It is used to reproduce581

different network load conditions. The video client experiences isolated packet losses (mainly due to582

background traffic) and bursty packet losses (around the limits of RSUs coverage).583

(a) Kiev orthophoto (b) Simulation environment

Figure 11. (a) Partial view of the city of Kiev. The square indicates the area selected for the simulations.
(b) Vehicular network scenario in OMNeT++/MiXiM/Veins. (red circles [A,B,C] = RSUs; blue circle [*]
= video client; yellow square [T] = background traffic source; small circles = other vehicles; red polygons =
buildings).
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In the experiments, the combination of the bit streams indicated in the previous sections has been584

used. For the tests, we have selected the BasketballDrill sequence (832x480 pixels, 25 fps, bbd_25),585

encoded with 9 different encoding modes (AI, IPIP, IPPP, IPx, IPx25pctCTU, IPx25pctTIL, IPxpattern,586

LP, and LPI4) and with 6 different tile layouts (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 til/frm). For each one of these bit587

streams, 4 different versions have been generated. One of these versions has been encoded without any588

FEC protection, but with the appropriate division of tiles into network packets. The other three versions589

of every bit stream have been FEC protected with RaptorQ codes for 3 different protection levels (10%,590

20%, and 30%). Each one of these bit streams (with or without protection) has been delivered by the591

three RSUs and received by the video client in the described vehicular scenario under 3 different592

“network conditions.” The first group of tests has been conducted without injecting any background593

traffic. This group of tests is referred to as “ideal conditions” and permits the characterization of594

each one of the three zones mentioned before. After that, experiments have been performed under595

2 further network conditions: one with moderate background traffic (62 packets per second of 512596

bytes), and another with more dense background traffic (125 packets per second of 512 bytes), both for597

protected bit streams and non-protected bit streams. The tests with the non-protected bit streams serve598

to evaluate the performance of the encoding modes and the frame layouts, regarding error resilience.599

The tests with the FEC protected bit streams serve to evaluate the specific level of protection added by600

RaptorQ codes. In the following section, the results obtained will be presented and analyzed.601

5.2. Analysis of Results602

Before explaining the results obtained, we want to remember the difference between two603

mentioned metrics: PLR and TLR. PLR is the percentage of network packets that get lost, including the604

repair packets, if any. TLR is the percentage of tiles that cannot be used in the decoding process because605

one or more of the network packets which carry parts of that tile get lost and cannot be recovered by606

FEC means. These two concepts are not equivalent, nor directly proportional, as shown before. We can607

have a low PLR that leads to a high TLR and vice versa.608

5.2.1. Ideal Conditions609

The first set of experiments in the vehicular scenario tries to evaluate the situation under ideal610

conditions, i.e., when no background traffic is injected into the service channel that is used by the RSUs611

to stream the video.612

- Without FEC protection613

In Zone I, under these conditions, every packet sent by the RSU is correctly received by the client614

vehicle for all the combinations of coding modes and tiles per frame. So, we have a PLR value of 0%.615

Consequently, no tile is missing in any of the sequences and the quality of the reconstructed video616

sequences is the quality directly provided by the encoding/decoding process (shown in Table 2). The617

coding efficiency of each one of the encoding modes prevails, so, in the absence of packet loss obtained618

in Zone I, the LP and IPx modes obtain the best PSNR values.619

In Zone II, for the non-protected bit streams, we encounter a burst of packet loss corresponding620

to the area where neither of the RSUs signals arrive. The average PLR in this zone has a narrow range621

(from 1.98% to 2.01%). The TLR has also a narrow range (from 1.95% to 2.39%). As opposed to the622

results shown in Figure 5 for probabilistic random packet losses (where the TLR was higher than623

the PLR, especially in 1 and 2 til/frm layouts), here, the PLR is always very similar to the TLR, even624

when a low number of tiles per frame is used. The reason is that, when isolated losses occur (like625

those generated by random packet loss), the real loss of one isolated packet (a low PLR) entails the626

loss of the whole tile (which may mean the effective loss of several packets and a high TLR), but,627

when bursty losses occur, like in this case, the loss of consecutive packets that belong to the same tile628

does not entail an increase in the TLR. For this reason, in Zone II, the PLR and TLR have analogous629

values. In this zone, the best two modes regarding the PSNR value (averaging the whole range of630
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til/frm layouts) are LPI4 and IPPP, with 33.74 dB and 33.71 dB values, respectively. The IPx25pctTIL631

and IPxpattern modes also show good performance. As the TLR is not pronounced, all the encoding632

modes have PSNR values over 30 dB, even the LP, IPx, and IPx25pctCTU modes, which showed poor633

performance in the presence of packet loss. Under these conditions, the AI mode obtains the lowest634

PSNR value. Comparing the different tiles per frame layouts, no layout performs much better than the635

others, regarding the PSNR value.636

In Zone III, where the signals of two of the RSUs overlap, the PLR is around 22%-23%. As the637

two RSUs are 1 km away from each other, they cannot “see” each other (because the coverage radius of638

the wireless devices is 500 m). These collisions produce a high loss rate in the overlapped area, which639

is wider than the shaded area in Zone II. Some bursts of data loss appear in this zone. As in Zone640

II, the TLR values are only slightly higher than the PLR values. But, in this zone, the TLR values are641

very high and this fact produces very low values for PSNR. The same behavior as that for Zone II is642

observed regarding the tiles per frame layouts: all of them show very similar performance. Therefore,643

we can conclude that when bursty losses occur, the til/frm layout does not have any influence on the644

PLR value, nor on the PSNR value.645

- With FEC protection646

Now we will analyze the performance of the FEC protection in Zone II and Zone III under these647

ideal conditions (without any background traffic load). Before that, it is useful to remember that the648

FEC protected bit streams are composed of two types of packets: (a) protected source packets, which649

include video data plus a 4-byte FEC trailer, and (b) repair packets, which may be used in the recovery650

process to recover the missing packets. In order to evaluate FEC recovery efficiency, the ARPLR651

(After-Recovery Packet Loss Ratio) metric measures the percentage of the source video packets missing652

over the total source video packets of the sequence, once the FEC recovery process has been carried653

out. In Table 5, the PLR, ARPLR, and TLR values for three of the encoding modes (AI, IPIP, and IPPP),654

protected with three levels (10%, 20%, and 30%), averaged over all the frame layouts, for the two655

mentioned zones, are shown. The rest of the encoding modes have shown a similar behavior so, for656

the sake of concision, only three of them have been included in the table.657

Table 5. PLR, ARPLR, and TLR for FEC-protected bit streams under “ideal conditions” (0 pps) for
zones II and III for AI, IPIP, and IPPP encoding modes for three levels of the protection level parameter
(10%, 20%, and 30%) averaged over all the til/frm layouts.

Zone II Zone III

PLR ARPLR TLR PLR ARPLR TLR

AI / 10% 2.00% 1.94% 2.03% 23.49% 29.05% 30.25%

AI / 20% 1.99% 1.78% 1.81% 23.94% 30.95% 32.37%

AI / 30% 2.01% 1.63% 1.67% 24.32% 28.62% 29.55%

IPIP / 10% 1.98% 1.89% 1.95% 23.08% 27.71% 28.22%

IPIP / 20% 2.00% 1.57% 1.62% 23.50% 28.05% 28.59%

IPIP / 30% 2.00% 1.42% 1.49% 24.05% 30.89% 31.61%

IPPP / 10% 2.00% 1.93% 1.98% 23.09% 26.49% 26.95%

IPPP / 20% 2.00% 1.78% 1.86% 23.55% 26.90% 27.45%

IPPP / 30% 2.00% 1.78% 1.89% 23.99% 28.43% 29.19%

In Zone II, the PLR values for the protected bit streams are very similar to those of the658

non-protected bit streams. The ARPLR values for this zone do not show good efficiency in the659

recovery of missing packets. In this zone, RaptorQ codes are not able to recover lost packets because660

of the bursty nature of the losses, so the ARPLR values are not much better than the PLR values, nor661

are they better than the PLR values of non-protected bit streams. RaptorQ codes have good recovery662

properties when dealing with isolated losses, but a minimum number of packets need to be received663
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for them to work properly, which is not the case when bursty losses are encountered. The recovery664

of missing packets from a burst of losses would need a very long protection window for any of the665

FEC techniques available (which would introduce a long delay) or else the incorporation of other666

complementary techniques like interleaving, which converts bursty losses into isolated losses, but667

which also introduces a non-negligible delay in the transmission process. So shaded areas (where668

no packet can be received) are not suitable for live video delivery and a readjustment of the RSUs669

location in order to eliminate these “black zones” may be the most appropriate action. In this zone,670

as happened with the non-protected bit streams, the ARPLR values do not either generate high TLR671

values.672

In Zone III, the PLR is around 23%-24%. The bursty nature of losses in this zone makes FEC673

recovery unfeasible, as in Zone II. Furthermore, there is a striking fact in Zone III measurements: the674

ARPLR values are higher than the PLR values. How can this happen? The PLR metric takes into675

consideration the total number of packets in the FEC-encoded packet stream, which includes protected676

packets and repair packets. If losses are bursty and FEC recovery is not effective, only protected677

packets (which include video data) will be translated into source video packets (by just taking away678

the trailer). As repair packets may recover few (or none) source video packets they are not useful and679

the proportion of missing source video packets over the original number of source video packets may680

produce a higher value for the ARPLR than for the PLR. As a consequence of the high TLR values681

in this zone, the reconstructed video sequences can be considered useless. A possible solution to the682

problem found at overlapping areas resides in using different service channels for each one of the683

overlapping RSUs and incorporating a horizontal handover mechanism to guarantee a nearly uniform684

coverage area.685

5.2.2. Background Traffic Conditions686

Now, we present the results of the tests where a moderate background traffic load (62 pps/512687

bytes) and a high background traffic load (125 pps/512 bytes) have been used.688

- Without FEC protection689

In Table 6, the PLR and TLR values for the bit streams without FEC protection, averaged for all690

the encoding modes in the three zones under consideration using both traffic loads are shown. It can691

be generally observed that, as the number of tiles per frame increases, the PLR value diminishes, and692

again, the poor performance of layouts with a low number of tiles per frame appears.693

In Zone I, the PLR obtained is exclusively due to background traffic (for this zone in the absence694

of background traffic, a PLR value of 0% is obtained). Only for the three higher numbers of tiles per695

frame (6, 8, and 10) and the 62 pps background network load conditions the TLR values keep under696

reasonable limits. The quality of video sequences for this zone and 62 pps is depicted in Figure 12(a).697

The LP, IPx, and IPx25pctCTU encoding modes show poor performance, in line with the previous tests.698

As it was verified, 25% of intra refreshed CTUs does not contribute enough to make video robust. The699

IPIP encoding mode turns out to be the most effective (for a high number of tiles per frame). For dense700

traffic conditions, 125 pps (Figure 12(b)), nearly all of the PSNR values for the different modes and701

til/frm layouts are under 29 dB and are considered of very low quality. So, for dense traffic conditions,702

FEC protection becomes mandatory.703

In Zone II and Zone III, the PLR value results from the combination of isolated packet losses and704

bursty packet losses. The high TLR values for these two zones clearly show that all the bit streams705

received in these two zones are completely useless, since the received packets produce very low quality706

video sequences.707
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Table 6. PLR and TLR for non-protected bit streams under 62 pps and 125 pps background traffic
conditions for zones I, II, and III for every til/frm layout averaged over all the encoding modes.

62 pps/ Zone I Zone II Zone III

512 B PLR TLR PLR TLR PLR TLR

1 til/frm 7.82% 28.10% 16.87% 40.21% 27.32% 43.55%

2 til/frm 6.80% 14.56% 15.42% 26.06% 26.60% 34.14%

4 til/frm 5.49% 7.44% 13.77% 17.16% 25.65% 28.04%

6 til/frm 4.43% 5.13% 12.15% 13.49% 24.72% 25.33%

8 til/frm 3.73% 4.00% 10.99% 11.68% 24.01% 24.22%

10 til/frm 3.26% 3.42% 9.94% 10.34% 23.56% 23.61%

125 pps/ Zone I Zone II Zone III

512 B PLR TLR PLR TLR PLR TLR

1 til/frm 14.32% 44.63% 24.89% 54.02% 31.26% 54.17%

2 til/frm 14.01% 28.43% 24.71% 39.85% 30.78% 42.24%

4 til/frm 12.68% 16.88% 24.03% 29.37% 29.69% 33.40%

6 til/frm 10.69% 12.35% 21.75% 23.92% 27.65% 28.84%

8 til/frm 8.82% 9.52% 19.52% 20.53% 26.68% 27.16%

10 til/frm 7.43% 7.79% 17.80% 18.35% 25.82% 25.97%

(a) 62 pps (b) 125 pps

Figure 12. PSNR for every til/frm layout and every encoding mode. (Zone I; without FEC protection;
62 pps and 125 pps background traffic conditions).

- With FEC protection708

Regarding the FEC protected bit streams, in Table 7, the performance of RaptorQ codes in Zone I709

for a background traffic of 62 pps and 125 pps for different protection levels (10%, 20%, and 30%) and710

different tiles per frame layouts averaged over all the encoding modes is shown.711

In Zone I, under moderate traffic conditions (62 pps), a protection level of 30% gets almost 100%712

of packet recovery for all the layouts of tiles per frame (only at 1 tile per frame, a very low ARPLR713

value of 0.02%, which produces a residual TLR of 0.05% remains). Encoding a video sequence at 10714

tiles per frame produces a bit stream around 9%-12% larger than encoding it at 1 tile per frame. If we715

protect the bit stream with a protection level of 30%, the tile-layout overhead can be avoided in Zone716

I under these precise conditions. Also, a protection level of 20% nearly completely recovers all the717

missing source video packets, so the layouts with medium and low numbers of tiles per frame can be718

used, avoiding extra overhead and still obtaining the best video quality. If a protection level of 20% or719

30% is used, then the most efficient encoding mode (LP) provides the best quality, and, therefore, it is720

the best candidate to be used under these network conditions. In this zone (and also in Zone II), as the721

number of tiles per frame increases, the PLR value decreases. Note that, for a certain til/frm layout,722
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Table 7. PLR, ARPLR, and TLR for FEC-protected bit streams under 62 pps and 125 pps background
traffic conditions for Zone I for every til/frm layout for three levels of the protection level parameter
(10%, 20%, and 30%) averaged over all the encoding modes.

Zone 62 pps 125 pps

I PLR ARPLR TLR PLR ARPLR TLR

1 til / 10% 6.96% 3.56% 11.80% 14.19% 12.68% 38.56%

1 til / 20% 6.89% 0.15% 0.40% 14.55% 6.06% 16.34%

1 til / 30% 6.31% 0.02% 0.05% 14.22% 0.56% 1.62%

2 til / 10% 6.44% 2.36% 4.97% 13.99% 12.78% 25.38%

2 til / 20% 6.34% 0.16% 0.26% 14.36% 6.31% 12.13%

2 til / 30% 6.05% 0.00% 0.00% 13.78% 0.75% 1.33%

4 til / 10% 5.47% 1.37% 1.85% 12.81% 10.89% 14.80%

4 til / 20% 5.17% 0.02% 0.03% 12.07% 2.68% 3.54%

4 til / 30% 5.10% 0.00% 0.00% 11.90% 0.25% 0.30%

6 til / 10% 4.57% 0.64% 0.72% 10.58% 7.26% 8.40%

6 til / 20% 4.49% 0.00% 0.00% 10.21% 0.80% 0.89%

6 til / 30% 4.30% 0.00% 0.00% 10.50% 0.00% 0.00%

8 til / 10% 3.77% 0.15% 0.16% 9.03% 5.12% 5.56%

8 til / 20% 3.76% 0.04% 0.04% 8.50% 0.20% 0.23%

8 til / 30% 3.70% 0.00% 0.00% 8.79% 0.00% 0.00%

10 til / 10% 3.20% 0.08% 0.08% 7.68% 3.27% 3.47%

10 til / 20% 3.17% 0.06% 0.06% 7.71% 0.18% 0.19%

10 til / 30% 3.11% 0.00% 0.00% 7.58% 0.14% 0.14%

the three different levels of FEC protection produce very similar PLR values (even more, when the723

protection level increases, the PLR value slightly decreases).724

In the experiments where a more dense background traffic is used (125 packets per second of 512725

bytes) the PLR values obviously increase. Under these conditions, a protection level of 30% can restore726

almost all the missing packets for every layout, and a protection level of 20% also obtains good ARPLR727

values, mainly for layouts with a high number of tiles per frame. If Table 7 is compared with Table 6728

(125 pps; bit streams without FEC protection), it is observed that the PLR values are very similar. This729

means that the added FEC protection does not have an adverse effect in the PLR values obtained.730

Regarding the encoding modes performance, in Figure 13, the PSNR values for every encoding731

mode and every til/frm layout, with a protection level of 10% are shown. In Figure 13(a), with732

moderate traffic conditions in Zone I, the plotted curves recommend the use of the IPPP and LPI4733

encoding modes for the 4 and 6 til/frame layouts, and the use of the LP encoding mode for the 8734

and 10 til/frm layouts. For the 1 and 2 til/frm layouts, the IPxpattern encoding mode shows the best735

PSNR values. By comparing Figure 13(a) and Figure 12(a), the benefit of using RaptorQ codes against736

isolated losses, even for a moderate protection level of 10%, is proven.737

In Figure 13(b), the PSNR values for Zone I and a background traffic of 125 pps are shown. The738

best quality is obtained for a layout of 10 til/frm and the LPI4 and IPxpattern encoding modes. For the739

62 pps traffic conditions and a protection level of 20% (Table 7), the recommendation was to use a low740

number of tiles per frame layout (to reduce overhead) and the LP encoding mode (which provided741

the best PSNR value). If the LP encoding mode and a layout with low number of tiles per frame (1,742

2, or 4 til/frm) are selected and the network conditions change into 125 pps, the TLR values move743

away from 0% (3.54% - 16.34%), and PSNR values are low. Therefore, as network conditions in a744

vehicular environment are continuously changing, an encoding mode, such as LP, which is so sensitive745

to packet loss (even for low TLR), is always a risky choice (unless 0% TLR could be guaranteed by high746

protection levels).747

For Zone II, the PLR, ARPLR, and TLR values for background traffic conditions of 62 pps and748

125 pps are higher than those in Zone I. By correlating TLR values and PSNR of many tests, we have749
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(a) Zone I, 62 pps (b) Zone I, 125 pps

(c) Zone II, 62 pps (d) Zone II, 125 pps

Figure 13. PSNR for every til/frm layout and every encoding mode. (FEC protection level of 10%).

observed that for the four most robust modes (IPPP, LPI4, IPIP, and AI), TLR values under 15% may750

produce PSNR values over 29 dB. Taking this observation into consideration, we can state that for751

moderate network load conditions (62 pps), the 10% protection level is considered enough protection752

for layouts equal or greater than 4 tiles per frame, as can be seen in Figure 13(c). We can also conclude753

that, for tight conditions (125 pps), the combination of a high number of tiles per frame (6, 8, 10) with754

high a level of protection (30%), may also provide some robustness, even for this hard-to-manage zone,755

as can be seen in Figure 13(d).756

6. Conclusions and Future Work757

From all the results obtained in the tests and simulations, several findings can be highlighted.758

Vehicular scenario. Under “ideal conditions” (no background traffic) in areas with good coverage759

of only one RSU, all the network packets arrive to the video clients, so the video quality is directly760

determined by the efficiency of the encoding mode used. In shaded zones where the signal does761

not reach, and in zones with overlapping signals, bursty losses appear. Under background traffic762

conditions, even for moderate traffic, isolated packet losses appear for areas with good signal coverage,763

mainly due to collisions and the WAVE multichannel operations functioning.764

Frame layout. For isolated losses, the selected layout has a direct influence on the PLR and TLR765

values. As the number of tiles per frame increases (a) the PLR value decreases and (b) for the same PLR766

value, a lower TLR value is obtained. When losses are bursty in nature the layout has little influence767

because (a) the PLR is very similar for all the til/frm layouts and (b) the TLR value is in line with768

the PLR value because missing packets in a burst probably belong to the same tile(s). For moderate769

network load conditions the 4 and 6 til/frm layouts have in general a good performance, and for tight770
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network conditions a high number of tiles per frame (8, 10) are needed to provide robustness to the771

video bit stream.772

Encoding modes. The encoding modes that are inherently sensitive to errors (LP, IPx) provide the773

best performance in the total absence of losses, but rapidly worsen in the presence of losses, even774

for low TLR values. The encoding modes that have an implicit error resilience (AI, IPIP) are at a775

disadvantage because they start off with low quality values, therefore they only obtain better PSNR776

values for pronounced losses, and, in those situations, the final quality is very near (or even under) the777

acceptable minimum quality. The “combined” encoding modes take advantage of their characteristics778

to provide the best quality in the majority of cases when packet losses appear. From all the “mixed”779

encoding modes proposed, the IPPP and LPI4 encoding modes show the best performance in most780

of the situations. The IPxpattern encoding mode (and, in some ocassions, the IPx25pctTIL encoding781

mode) offers decent results. The IPx25pctCTU encoding mode, in spite of using intra refresh in the782

same proportion as the IPxpattern and IPx25pctTIL encoding modes, does not provide the expected783

performance; therefore, it is rejected as a protection mechanism.784

RaptorQ codes. RaptorQ codes have good performance when dealing with isolated losses, but785

they do not solve the problem of bursty losses. In those situations the use of other mechanisms, such786

as interleaving, may be used to convert bursty losses into isolated losses. Even though, FEC channel787

coding is necessary in video streaming over vehicular networks because the protection provided by788

source coding is not enough to guarantee video delivery. The combination of the two protection789

approaches (RaptorQ codes and source coding) offers good performance: when RaptorQ codes are not790

able to recover all the missing packets, the source coding protection mitigates the propagation and791

multiplication effect of errors.792

Real-time video streaming. In order to select a suitable setup for the real-time delivering of video793

in urban vehicular networks, we should recommend the use of an encoding mode which has both794

good compression efficiency while providing a certain level of robustness. To this extent, the LPI4795

mode is the best positioned mode. When it comes to select a til/frm layout, the combination of low796

overhead, good error resilient features, and a low avalanche effect (when translating PLR into the797

resulting TLR), mid values, like 4 and 6 til/frm are the best tradeoff. At last, if we are protecting video798

streams delivered under full coverage areas, a protection level of 10% (in combination with a good799

encoding mode and til/frm layout), may provide the required robustness against isolated losses, to800

guarantee an appropriate user experience.801

Future work. The two main research efforts in which we are targeting our future work are: (a) the802

application of Quality of Service methods to the prioritization of data packets through the vehicular803

network, by means of 802.11p priority queues, in order to provide more robustness to those video804

packets which are more relevant in the final quality of the reconstructed video, and, (b) the introduction805

of feedback mechanisms in the network to measure the real time packet loss ratio and network delay,806

in order to create an adaptive version of the protection mechanisms presented in this work.807
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